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ConnecTVConnecTVConnecTVConnecTV    

1. Install your Aquavision in the normal way according to the installation instructions supplied with it.  

2. Make sure you connect the power to the TV and the red/green light on the front is illuminated. 

3. Connect the Cat5 or above cable straight into the back of the Aquavision into the Correct socket. (Make sure you 

don’t plug it in to the Auxiliary connection port which also uses and RJ45 connector) 

4. Connect the other end of the Cat5 or above cable into your ConnecTV transmitter. 

5. Connect the power and signals to your ConnecTV transmitter. 

6. Power the unit up. 

7. Indicator Lights will show as follows 

Green = Power 

Yellow = Link (Flashing = Low power mode, far end is asleep) 

Blue = Data Received from Source device (Flashing = Data fault) 

8. Connect the IR transmitter and receiver into the front of your 

ConnecTV transmitter and place in an appropriate place. The 

transmitter and receiver are supplied with a 1.5 Meter lead. If a 

longer lead is required, then a 3.5mm stereo (3 pole) plug to 

socket extension cable can be used. 
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1. Install your Aquavision in the normal way according to the installation instructions supplied with it.  

2. Connect the Cat5 or above cable straight into the back of the Aquavision into the Correct socket. (Make sure you 

don’t plug it in to the Auxiliary connection port which also uses and RJ45 connector)  

3. Connect the other end of the Cat5 or above cable into your ConnecTV-Active 

transmitter. 

4. Connect the power and signals to your ConnecTV-Active transmitter. 

5. Power the unit up.  

6. Make sure the red/green light on the front of the TV is illuminated. 

7. Indicator Lights will show as follows 

Green = Power 

Yellow = Link (Flashing = Low power mode, far end is asleep) 

Blue = Data Received from Source device (Flashing = Data fault) 

8. Connect the IR transmitter and receiver into the front of your ConnecTV transmitter 

and place in an appropriate place. The transmitter and receiver are supplied  

with a 1.5 Meter lead. If a longer lead is required, then a 3.5mm stereo (3 pole) 

plug to socket extension cable can be used. 
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